This Week in Science

Editorial

1569 Rural and Urban Ozone

Perspective

1581 Reconstruction of an Immune System: G. D. Yancopoulos and F. W. Alt

Letters

1585 Z Particle Race: B. Richter • Economic Competitiveness: R. L. Randall; J. Orear; J. M. Abrams • Maddox on the "Benveniste Affair": J. Maddox

News & Comment

1589 Campaigning on the Environment
1590 DOE Challenged on WIPP Site
1591 Panel Laments “Disarray” in Public Health System
1592 BA Tries Out Role As Parliament of Science
1593 Cosmos 1900’s Unplanned Return
1594 China Bans Panda Loans
1595 Harvard Tiptoes into the Market
1596 NIH and DOE Draft Genome Pact
1597 OTA Backs Grassroots Strategy for Africa

Research News

1598 Conflict Over DNA Clock Results
1601 When Crystals Collide: Grain Boundary Images
1603 Asteroid and Comet Dust in Space . . .
1604 U.N. Considers Biodiversity Convention

Articles

1613 Oceanic Primary Production: Estimation by Remote Sensing at Local and Regional Scales: T. Platt and S. Sathyendranath
1620 Fractal Reaction Kinetics: R. Kopelman
1626 Developmental Regulation of Two 5S Ribosomal RNA Genes: A. P. Wolfe and D. D. Brown

Research Articles


Reports


Accelerated Electron Transfer Between Metal Complexes Mediated by DNA: M. D. Purugganan, C. V. Kumar, N. J. Turton, J. K. Barton


HTLV-I Tax Induces Cellular Proteins That Activate kB Element in the IL-2 Receptor α Gene: D. W. Ballard, E. Böhmelein, J. W. Lowenthal, Y. Wano, B. R. Franza, W. C. Greene

Effects of Cyclosporine A on T Cell Development and Clonal Deletion: M. K. Jenkins, R. H. Schwartz, D. M. Pardoll

Identification of an Intracellular Peptide Segment Involved in Sodium Channel Inactivation: P. M. Vassilev, T. Scheuer, W. A. Catterall


A Novel Receptor Capable of Monitoring Applied Pressure in the Abdomen of an Insect: R. G. Chiang and K. G. Davey

A Defective HSV-1 Vector Expresses Escherichia coli β-Galactosidase in Cultured Peripheral Neurons: A. I. Geller and X. O. Breakfield


AAAS Meetings

1989 AAAS Annual Meeting Preliminary Program, Part 2, Life Sciences & Technology Advance Registration and Housing Form

Book Reviews

China Builds the Bomb, reviewed by J. D. Pollack The Atlantic Continental Margin, E. Uchupi Dynamical Evolution of Globular Clusters, A. Toomre Some Other Books of Interest Books Received

Products & Materials

Vacuum Transfer Unit Thermal Cycler Chromatography Kit Restriction Fragment Analysis Software X-ray Microanalysis Digital Polarimeter Safety Oven Literature